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Norwegian "male feminist" gets raped by a refugee immigrant -
then feels bad when the rapist is deported.
August 25, 2016 | 845 upvotes | by needsomehelp3211

Summary: Feminism is the political ideology equivalent of a vise tightening around your scrotum.
Keep your balls intact, reject feminism. Otherwise you'll be like this guy.
Full article here.
Okay, any Scandinavian redpillers here? What the FUCK is going on with your country and culture these
days? What is happening to your men? Case exhibit A: The guy below. Basically, he's a self-identifying
male feminist who was raped by a Somalian refugee. When he learned the refugee was to be deported...
he felt bad and cried out racism.
Yes, this is a serious article. Honestly I'll just copy it below, it does more justice than any of my
commentary could ever do:

A Norwegian man who was raped by a migrant has said he felt “guilt” after his attacker was
deported.
Karsten Nordal Hauken, who describes himself as feminist and anti-racist, was sexually
attacked five years ago.
He said that although the incident caused a spiral of depression and substance abuse, he felt bad
about the fact the man had been deported to Somalia when he had already served his prison
sentence.
Writing for Norwegian broadcaster NRK, Mr Hauken also said he wanted to break the taboo
over male rape.
His comments accompanied a documentary on people with mental health issues, in which Mr
Hauken appears.
Mr Hauken said that following the attack, he was treated well by police and medical personnel.
After his attacker was caught and sentenced to over four years in prison, he was “a bit taken by
surprise” by how he reacted to the news he would be deported.
“The tears, they came the moment I sat in the car," he said. "I felt a relief and joy that he was
going away forever. I felt that the Norwegian government took on the responsibility to exercise
the ultimate revenge, like an angry father confronts a child abuser.
“But I also got a strong sense of guilt and responsibility. I was the reason why he should not be
left in Norway, but rather to face a very uncertain future in Somalia.
“He had already served his sentence in prison. Should he now be punished again? And this time
much harder?”
Mr Hauken said the worst effect of the rape was that he had “lost so much time” to “depression
and cannabis use.”
“It is scary and taboo to talk about young men's emotional life," he wrote.
"I feel forgotten and ignored. But I dare not talk about it, I'm afraid of attacks from all sides.
“I am afraid that no girls want me and that other men laugh at me. Afraid that I'll be perceived
as anti-feminist when I say that young men who are struggling should get more attention.
“Men and boys must learn that it's okay to talk about their feelings. Boys and men are ignored.
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For me it resulted in years of depression, abuse, loneliness and isolation.”

This man has one thing right, that no girls want him and other men laugh at him. But it's not necessarily
cause he was raped (though honestly, that does demonstrate weakness and could have been avoided by
being physically strong / lifting). The disgust he feels from women is because he has no backbone
whatsoever. Dude, you literally got raped. By a refugee your government invited into your home. Your
first reaction should be to want to tear that guy's eyeballs out, and then kick the asses of the legislators
who made this situation possible.
But alas... feminism. This man has been so thoroughly brainwashed because he's been brought up in a
lumpy, naive culture that stresses the virtues of "nice guys". A culture that applauds men for being
childlike and soft, not hardened and strong like their ancestors used to be.
Today, it's the Norwegians and Swedes who are rapidly being pussified. Watch out, Western Europe and
America... you're next.
TL;DR: Feminism destroys men's souls completely and turns them into stuffed teddy bears. While
this is nice on paper, it's a recipe for disaster in the real world.
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Comments

El_Diablito • 134 points • 25 August, 2016 03:30 PM [recovered]

He will not be welcome in Valhalla and his ancestor's are forever shamed by his existence.

PowerMasterLord • 57 points • 25 August, 2016 05:41 PM 

It would have been more honorable to die fighting his rapist than to die of old age or sickness. actual Viking
belief.

El_Diablito • 37 points • 25 August, 2016 05:46 PM [recovered]

Anything is more honorable than everything that he did. Even if he was overwhelmed, subdued and raped
as soon as he had the chance he should have killed his rapist.

Magnum256 • 11 points • 26 August, 2016 10:42 AM 

Exactly, I don't know how someone can even call themselves a man if they don't go personally kill
someone that rapes them. It's an unforgivable crime and this guy seems to think 4 years in prison is
somehow suitable.

RobertCarraway • 8 points • 26 August, 2016 05:23 AM 

No, he did what was natural. Getting fucked is very natural for a man like that. He's such a bitch I
almost want to fuck him myself.

PaidToSurf • 17 points • 25 August, 2016 09:53 PM [recovered]

It should be that way now. People are so sickeningly brainwashed into believing it's better to be a victim
and remain alive it almost angers me.

PowerMasterLord • 15 points • 26 August, 2016 02:04 AM 

To SJW's, the worse the victimhood, the higher on the hierarchy you are.

Ggrrrrreathhhhhh • 1 point • 27 August, 2016 10:59 AM 

Which is one of the reasons why male sjws are so pathetic. Even in social circles amongst the
most angry and least feminine women in the western world, these men are at the very bottom of
the totem pole. Men can never be true victims, because when you wallow in victimhood, you're
longer being a man.

[deleted] • 1 point • 5 September, 2016 10:27 PM 

Like the other reply said, being a victim scores you points if you live in a particular progressive
community. If you happen to be a white male, and therefore inherently "privileged", the best way to
move up the social ladder is to be a victim of some stripe, as it enables you to ante up when other
people talk about their oppression.

Know what I like a hell of a lot more than stories about oppression? Stories about people being
victorious overcoming oppression. Stories of people kicking its ass and helping others to do the same.
Don't think the fag in the OP is going to be a stellar example of that.
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maxbrooksmacbook • 6 points • 26 August, 2016 12:51 PM 

If he was a real fucking Scandinavian, he would have sacrificed the refugee on the pole of odin

[deleted] • 205 points • 25 August, 2016 02:53 PM 

other men laugh at me. Afraid that I'll be perceived as anti-feminist when I say that young men who are
struggling should get more attention.

One of the biggest issues with feminism right here

Godtiermasturbator • 69 points • 25 August, 2016 04:16 PM 

They've cowed him into doubting his self-worth and the worth of every man to be treated with respect. Nice
going feminists.

Luckyluke23 • 9 points • 26 August, 2016 04:10 AM 

the pc thugs have taken over my country to (aus) it's not cool

PillDragon • 9 points • 26 August, 2016 05:50 AM 

Read somewhere that Aussie young men are only interested in working out and music festivals? Is
that bullshit?

[deleted] • 14 points • 26 August, 2016 07:24 AM 

Yes a large amount of young aussie men are only interested in working out, festivals(and
associated recreational drug use) and keeping their dicks slick. No problems with that

Luckyluke23 • 5 points • 26 August, 2016 08:27 AM 

LOL....

it's a stereo type man.. but yeah most guys here are douche bags... it's kind of like the American
version of a frat bro.

nzgs • 7 points • 26 August, 2016 05:59 AM 

Gym culture is the one thing Australia has going for it. It instils self-worth and discipline that
immunises men from leftism which is why there is such a strong correlation between physical
strength and individualism.

Only a matter of time until the progressives go after gyms the way they are in Sweden with the
muscle-police there.

LucasOFF • 4 points • 26 August, 2016 08:24 AM 

Muscle-police in Sweden? What he heck is that?

drallcom38 points 26 August, 2016 09:53 AM* [recovered] 

They will test you for steroids if you look too big

LucasOFF • 5 points • 26 August, 2016 11:33 AM 

First time hearing this. Such a retarded law! People should be able to do whatever the
fuck they want with their body, if a dude wants to inject some steroids - fuck it, let him
do that, it's his responsibility
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Ray_817 • 1 point • 27 August, 2016 02:25 AM 

same goes with anything pertaining our own self... yet again here we are failed by
either our baby boomer parents or stripped of freedom by the propaganda machine,
that machine is led/fed by back boneless men who choose to reside in their petty
castles of suburbia instead of fighting for more or at least to maintain what they
have. Who am I or anyone else, or even a government entity to tell me what I
should or should not do with my body, if I wanna shoot snort, and smoke til die so
be it. Why would the elite powers that be want drugs to be illegal? I don't believe
that is a product of their desires but one of spineless men that bow to their feminist
wife's who also have to power to vote. the elites would rather have half the men rot
in holes of decadent abuse to remove possible competition. making it illegal
extended the lives of possible competition.... just my two cents on who is really
behind policing the bodies of the populace, it is the populace and its societal hive
mind. monkey see monkey do!

(oh they say that's bad on the news must be bad) 1984 Orwell in its finest keeps
creeping up everyday but people can't seem to just turn the tube off.

[deleted] • 4 points • 26 August, 2016 10:56 AM 

Didn't these people used to be Vikings? WTF, Scandinavia!?

[deleted] • 35 points • 25 August, 2016 05:58 PM 

The power of social justice. Those who believe the wrath of the grown children will actually affect their life
run and hide. That's why sjw's exist, because losers actually give them an ear. It's like a spineless parent
listening to their screaming children's demands and caving in.

dudet23 • 13 points • 26 August, 2016 02:13 AM 

Social justice is just code for "strip white-European males of their wealth, women, power, dignity and
nations".

disposable_pants • 1 point • 28 August, 2016 08:43 AM 

Any ideology that disallows or strongly discourages criticism of itself -- no matter how valid or reasonably
stated -- is dangerous.

Stormhammer • 2 points • 25 August, 2016 06:41 PM 

It's sadly true. So much that those females who are true feminist by the core values hesitate to associate
themselves woth the label.

[deleted] • 5 points • 26 August, 2016 01:17 AM 

ah yes those true feminists who lobby for SO much for men as women have every advantage and the
better part of every stat /s

Stormhammer • 4 points • 26 August, 2016 02:47 AM 

lol they don't lobby - mostly because of how much fucking misandry that has propagated that culture
- including the whole non-binary gender stuff. When you start hearing about how married men have
open relationships for wives to sleep with other men because they're a feminist and the patriarchy was
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locking down their sex drive in their prime, and their wife goes on the cock carousel while he might
get laid here and there, that's when you know shit is hitting the fan in a weird, weird way.

[deleted] • 140 points • 25 August, 2016 02:49 PM 

Seriously, you cannot even make this shit up. The guy probably thought that by publicising his story that some
of the blue hairs in his social circle might fuck him, they wont

johnTrex • 144 points • 25 August, 2016 03:41 PM 

that some of the blue hairs in his social circle might fuck him, they wont

some more refugees might though

obama_loves_nsa • 42 points • 25 August, 2016 04:47 PM 

As a goats rights activist I can say that this is much needed good news for my constituents

My clients are tired of being the only ones to suffer bc of refugees

[deleted] • 72 points • 25 August, 2016 06:56 PM 

As it turns out, Muslims in the middle east one day came up with the brilliant idea to use goat
intestines as a suitable condom. It wasn't, however, until in 1827 when the British perfected the idea
by taking the intestines out of the goat first.

Astonford • 2 points • 26 August, 2016 06:53 PM 

Can somebody give this man some gold?. Cause i'm broke.

Froyo101 • 2 points • 26 August, 2016 10:10 PM 

Don't give gold. Then you're supporting the cucky reddit admins.

[deleted] • 13 points • 25 August, 2016 03:00 PM 

That would still somehow be better than if he actually did feel guilty about the guy who brutally raped him
being punished

[deleted] • 22 points • 25 August, 2016 03:10 PM* 

I don't know wanting to collapse in the arms of a woman who will comfort you like your mom with the
hopes she'll eventually suck your dick sounds pretty close to feeling guilty about your rapist being
punished.

It's all a perspective clearly devoid of reality and demonstrate a manipulated mind.

[deleted] • 13 points • 25 August, 2016 06:02 PM 

I swear there are there are groups of Somalians gathered around reading this article with their rapist buddy
laughing their asses off.

Lookin4SomethingReal • 29 points • 25 August, 2016 08:08 PM 

they would be, if they could read

Ggrrrrreathhhhhh • 2 points • 27 August, 2016 11:13 AM* 

Why would they be laughing? Now if they get caught for raping someone, they'll be deported. And that's
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racist :( Edit: just realized you're talking about the ones that are actually in Somalia. Still super duper
upsetting how they deported such a culturally enriching human being :(

[deleted] • 1 point • 28 August, 2016 04:11 PM 

Yeah I meant a group of rough and tough somali dudes reading this story. It's so pathetic. And for the
love of fuck, Somalian is not a fucking race; it's a nationality. If there is one place where screaming
racist wont have any effect, it's here. Some Somalians are rapists, just like some Norwegians are
effeminate faggets. Face the music fucker.

Archwinger • 290 points • 25 August, 2016 03:15 PM 

I used to think that ultra-liberal ideologies were the result of some kind of mental disorder, or just an overall lack
of life experience.

But now that I'm older and wiser, I've noticed that nobody actual believes ultra-liberal ideologies. They just
pretend to as some kind of status symbol. A guy gets raped (or a girl for that matter), and his first thought is,
"How can I play this to gain some publicity and some cred with my ultra-liberal social circle?"

He doesn't actually believe this bullshit, but he relies upon these nutjobs for validation, and thinks that if he
demonstrates enough dedication to the nutjob cause, they'll all love him and approve of him and have sex with
him and then he can finally be happy. He'll be famous for changing the world somehow. He'll matter. All he has
to do is commit to this nutjob ideology a little harder.

nodoxsavefreespeech • 113 points • 25 August, 2016 03:45 PM [recovered]

To me, this is all wrapped up in the PC movement. Which is 100% about making sure you fall in with the
herd. Constantly looking left and right to make sure you are in line with what is approved and acceptable
behavior.

It took me a LONG time in life to fully grasp and accept that this is the most prevalent mental framework
being utilized by humans.

What will my peers think of me?

Will they approve?

Will this behavior be applauded?

Logic is NOT often applied to social situations by humans.

This is a feminine mode of thinking. Group harmony at all costs. Men have apparently adopted it. Something
I find weak and pathetic. What makes a true "bitch" of a man.

I have rarely, if ever, thought like this. Adopting "think as you want but act like others" has been good for
me. Highly recommend it. Exploiting this flawed mode of thinking is gold.

Leviticus59 • 19 points • 26 August, 2016 12:56 AM 

Political correctness is soft totalitarianism.

Solzhenitsyn got clapped into the Soviet Gulag for writing derogatory comments about Stalin's war
strategy in a personal letter to a friend. That's the hard kind.

The soft kind is what's currently happening on college campuses. Kids have been cowed into silence by
"microagressions" and other assorted horseshit by the Thought Police. Professors who dare to express an
opinion that isn't hard left are fired.
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vandaalen • 6 points • 26 August, 2016 10:42 AM 

"microagressions"

As always when this is mentioned I recommend reading "where microaggressions really come from":
http://righteousmind.com/where-microaggressions-really-come-from/

TeamStraya • 3 points • 26 August, 2016 11:59 AM 

The latter has term coined for it: 'Inverted Totalitarianism'.

upninthem • 9 points • 25 August, 2016 11:49 PM 

How do you distinguish the "true bitch of a man" from others like you, who have adopted, "think as you
want but act like others"? Maybe the real weak and pathetic true bitch men are those who don't say what
they really think, allowing the bullshit to spread unchecked. That's how fiction becomes fact. History is
replete with examples of people sacrificing their lives or murdered because of a myth. What good is
freedom of thought in a vacuum?

Magnum256 • 5 points • 26 August, 2016 10:49 AM* 

Don't you find it difficult or degrading to act like everyone else though, even if you think differently? I
mean is that enough to actually separate you from them? If you're mimicking them then how is it really
any different?

It's like those people that act like douchebags and when you get sick of them and call them out its all
"brah I was just joking brah learn to take a joke brah" but if you're acting like a douchebag for 12 hours a
day even if you're "just joking" you actually are just a douchebag.

Having secret mental reservations that only you're aware of don't really separate you from the crowd if
you're behaving just like them 99% of the time.

Polishrifle • 0 points • 25 August, 2016 07:28 PM* 

This is essentially fascism.

E: Herd mentality is found in virtually every fasicst movement. That's how they're so successful.

RedBeorn5 points 25 August, 2016 07:42 PM* [recovered] 

Seems more like Marxism to me, specifically cultural Marxism.

upninthem • 11 points • 26 August, 2016 01:03 AM 

Marxism is philosophical theory. You're confusing it with the what we know is the reality of
communist States. Read Marx and you'll see he is essentially criticizing herd mentality, group
think, whatever you want to call it. Same with the cultural marxist. Read Adorno's criticism of
pop culture creating a "herd mentality" in essence. These critical theories are reversed engineered
in a sense like in the case of Edward Bernays, the father of PR and marketing, using the theories
of his uncle, Sigmund Freud, to tap into the base desires of consumers. Communism has
functioned more like Fascism. It has to because most people don't want to live like that. So it
becomes authoritarian, anti-critical thought, heavily reliant on propaganda to maintain dominance
and control. All backed by the threat of physical force. The fall of communism has proven that
hegemony is maintained more effectively by controlling cultural norms of the "herd" rather than
with the iron fist of the State (see...PC police, social media shaming, the manufactured "sides" of
mainstream media debate and politics). All that's required is an illusion of freedom to keep the
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herd in check. As long as you agree Catlyn Jenner is a hero, you're free to choose, without fear of
being shamed, what kind of person you're going to be by what products you choose to consume.
So get out there and express yourself--Go buy some shit!

[deleted] • 1 point • 26 August, 2016 02:41 AM 

comment of the month right here.

popthatpill • 34 points • 25 August, 2016 03:59 PM 

But now that I'm older and wiser, I've noticed that nobody actual believes ultra-liberal ideologies. They
just pretend to as some kind of status symbol.

Indeed. They're "virtue signals", not "virtue beliefs". Their adaptive use is as status markers.

RollJaysCU • 16 points • 25 August, 2016 04:40 PM 

Virtue signaling is the liberal mantra

iLLprincipLeS7 points 26 August, 2016 05:10 AM [recovered] 

Virtue Signaling

The thing to understand about the people who support the narrative I described is that their intention is
not really to help the needy. How could it be? It’s been proven a hundred different ways that most of the
people coming in this crisis aren’t the ones in need, and that money spent on them would benefit far more
people if it were spent in other ways. If your goal was to be a moral utilitarian and help as many people
as possible, building camps in Germany to house unemployed twenty-somethings from Africa is not
effective at helping those dying in Syria, how could it be? No one is dumb enough to think it is.

But the “REFUGEES WELCOME” types have a different motivation, known as “virtue signaling.”
Social Justice is the new religion, and diversity and multiculturalism are now Jesus and Mother Mary.
Refugees welcome posters are the new rosary beads. They are showing what upstanding citizens they are
by displaying their loyalty to their new Jesus. It actually has nothing to do with a desire to help the
refugees because if this was the desire, they would want to take measures to make sure that resources are
used effectively and on people who are in real need. They don’t want that.

But this “narrative” that the establishment has constructed, to which the left has sworn its allegiance, is
extremely useful to the establishment. Because it’s got people arguing about islamophobia, white
privilege, and other fake bullshit instead of talking about the real question – which is why the fuck do the
governments of Europe want to fill the continent with hostile Islamic ghettos?

Race, Globalism, Conspiracy Theories, and TRP by /u/down_with_whomever

[deleted] • 1 point • 26 August, 2016 11:34 AM 

wise words from a wise man

Leviticus59 • 3 points • 26 August, 2016 12:57 AM 

Everyone is conservative about what they know the best.

[deleted] • 0 points • 25 August, 2016 06:00 PM 

It's a subsect of hipsterism. Losers trying to fit in with the heard.

jb_trp • 67 points • 25 August, 2016 03:56 PM 
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It all stems from their culturally Marxist worldview. In order for that worldview to function, they always
have to be the "oppressed" underclass fighting against the "privileged" class.

It's also where intersectional feminism gets its footing: Feminists benefit in a perverse way from identifying
with other "oppressed" groups to legitimize their arguments (e.g. blacks, LGBT, fat women, etc.).

And it causes some screwy side-effects. For example, you almost never hear feminists criticize the blatant
sexism/objectification of black rap music ("From the window! To the wall! To the sweat drop down my
balls! All these bitches crawl!" and "ASS ASS ASS ASS"). I'm sure if more white rappers had lyrics like
these, you'd see articles complaining and people like Anita Sarkeesian piling on.

Another example is Muslim culture in the middle east. Because Muslims are seen as an "oppressed" group in
the west, you almost never see those pesky intersectional feminists criticizing Islam. Instead, they'll argue
that hijabs are a symbol of female "empowerment." Like literally in these countries there are instances where
a 10 year old girl can be sold to pay a debt, or a girl like Malala Yousafzai will get shot in the head for
suggesting women should go to school, and yet western feminists are too busy either defending Islam or
complaining about some scientist's shirt or men sitting with their legs open on the subway. It's stupid.

Smurfboy82 • 44 points • 25 August, 2016 05:29 PM 

western feminists are too busy either defending Islam

This is something I've never understood. The doublethink required to hold both a feminist stance and a
pro-Islam stance is mind boggling.

PaperStreetVilla • 23 points • 25 August, 2016 07:54 PM 

It's anti western male, enemy of my enemy.

Ignore the inconvenience of it, so long as it sites you

[deleted] 25 August, 2016 09:07 PM 

[permanently deleted]

enfier19 points 25 August, 2016 10:23 PM* [recovered] 

It would be terrible for most men as well. The sexual marketplace in those countries is further
skewed towards the top by polygamy and enforced restrictions on promiscuity creating a huge
underclass of men that will never get laid. That's why they have all those restrictions on
women, it's just not safe for women there.

Leviticus59 • 13 points • 26 August, 2016 01:06 AM 

creating a huge underclass of men that will never get laid.

Yes. All that bottled up sexual energy has to go somewhere. Part of it gets channeled into
suicidal Jihad, so they can get to their 72 virgins.

dudet23 • 7 points • 26 August, 2016 02:15 AM 

Really you think European white males benefit from Muslims flooding their nations and
trying to Fuck white women? Are you retarded ?

Magnum256 • 1 point • 26 August, 2016 11:23 AM 

I think he's saying that if enough Muslims enter the country, and bring their customs with
them, eventually there will such a presence that feminists won't be able to do anything
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about it without also appearing racist, and that would go against their imposed values, and
so if they can't do anything about the Muslim customs then they can't do anything about
white men that adopt some of those customs. At least that's how I understand it.

Jax77789 • 1 point • 26 August, 2016 10:36 AM 

We had adequate laws regarding women before. There is no need for this shit belief system
that has never produced anything apart from crazy suicidal inbred uglies and shit holes.

RealMcGonzo • 1 point • 27 August, 2016 12:39 AM 

This is something I've never understood. The doublethink required to hold both a feminist stance
and a pro-Islam stance is mind boggling.

Hamsters. Women are the hands down champions of rationalization. I had a GF once, had an adult
son who had an outstanding warrant for arrest. I told her about it one day, she said "I wish I didn't
know that." Then forgot it. I told her again several months later, it was a surprise once again.

I bet our RP theories could achieve much more if only we could stomach the understanding of how
batshit crazy chicks really are.

[deleted] • 15 points • 25 August, 2016 06:54 PM 

yeah, it's so fucking whacked out. Seeing the amount of fallout over that guys shirt really pissed me off
something fierce. In the same breath, they're blatantly overlooking the worst excesses of minorities
because minorities. The funniest part is that a lot of minorities that have their shit together are moderate-
conservative and actively write off large portions of their cultures, which is an inconvenient truth that
runs counter their narratives. It's fucking belittling to these people to hear the worst excesses of their
culture/heritage be excused when they've managed to rise above it and prove that they have agency. But
the extreme liberals need their pets for their causes, that's for sure

UCISee • 8 points • 25 August, 2016 07:24 PM 

The Malala case is particularly interesting. Fems cant sit idly by and not say something about a young
girl getting shot in the fucking face, but they likewise have to tread lightly around islam. So what
happens? They blame the patriarchy. Funny that they should blame that since islam is arguably the most
patriarchal bastion of old timey thinking still prevailing in the world today.

bornredd • 3 points • 25 August, 2016 05:31 PM 

I want to point out to the other readers here that this comment is excellent. Thanks, u/jb_trp.

vengefully_yours • 13 points • 25 August, 2016 10:04 PM 

An interesting thought just occurred to me while reading nodox's reply. Immediately I thought to myself, I
don't give a fuck what others think. Then I asked myself why that is. It goes back more than 35 years ago to
answer why.

I haven't cared what others thought of me since 7th grade. At a new school I had to deal with almost all the
older guys fucking with me, got beat up a lot. Part of it was my older brother being an asshole to everyone
because he is the most insecure fuck I've ever known. Another part is he started a rumor that I'm gay.

I tried to do things so everyone would like me and stop fucking with me. Nothing worked. So I gave up on
them all. Had the alpha mentality but not the body to back it up. I kept to myself, and any time someone hit
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me I'd go apeshit on them. I broke noses, ribs, arms, knocked kids out and took many beatings until at 16 I
was strong enough to hold my own and stopped losing. Hard won battles, hard work on the farm lifting
heavy shit, hard work in wrestling practice. It paid off. I was still not respected by most due to my brother's
asshole behavior, and my outrageous explosions fucking people up over insignificant things, but I was feared
by all and had gained friends that I still have today with older guys who used to fuck with me.

That life made me hard, changed my paradigm from everyone else, knowing that rolling over only invited
more shit, but beating the fuck out of them ended it for future engagements as well. Never back down.

This pc bullshit is rolling over before it starts, acquiescence to authority in the hope they will do the heavy
lifting for you. Taking the feminine path and praying you don't get noticed by the wrong people. Don't offend
anyone because they might kick your ass rather than stating reality after earning the ability to defend
yourself. It's a fucking tea party in fancy dresses, not the rough world of boys learning to become men.

Becoming a man is fucking hard, it requires effort, discipline, focus, and they double down on pc bullshit
with the intent of not having to become a man, while assuming they will be admired for rolling over.
Strength is considered stupid, weakness a virtue, capability reviled and incompetence celebrated in this pc
world. You're stupid of you build yourself up rather than only dive into books, even if you educate yourself.
Muscle means low intelligence, meat heads, and the idea of an intellectual jock is unheard of and loathed.

It's feminine thinking in its entirety. Genteel, placid, and unobtrusive. It's frightening for them to be anything
else.

These people were fucking vikings. Terror from the north, killers who were nearly impossible to defeat. Now
they're ruled by sniveling bitches. What the fuck happened to cause that?

Overkillengine • 2 points • 26 August, 2016 05:34 AM 

Simple. One just teaches adolescents in the throes of the natural hormonal urge to throw off the rules of
the current generation in order to assert their own the following: that discipline, independence and self
control are evil. Critical thinking is to be punished and dissenters are to be alienated from their peers.

And give them a participation medal every time they parrot their lessons like a good little drone. Do it
long enough and they end up like veterans or convicts that have been part of their institution for so long
that they literally cannot function outside of it.

Standard cult doctrine applied to the secular religion known as social justice.

Whisper • 27 points • 25 August, 2016 09:48 PM 

This is all inherent in the basic structure of Marxism.

Marxism's basic paradigm is that of a struggle between two rigidly defined, mutually exclusive, classes: a
universally evil oppressor class, and a universally virtuous oppressed class.

This causes Marxists to organize themselves into two castes. A ruling caste composed of those whose
demographics identify them as "oppressed" (and therefore virtuous), and a servant caste who are part of an
"oppressor" demographic, and are therefore branded with the taint of original sin, which must be constantly
apologized for, but can never be expunged.

The ruling caste Marxists compete for status amongst themselves in two fashions.

By arguments that their demographic is the most oppressed (and therefore the most virtuous).
By engaging in ritual denunciations of the oppressor.

This second activity is where the servant caste of Marxism becomes valuable to the Marxist community. By
active acceptance of that ritual denunciation and whatever other humiliations the ruling caste can dream up,
the servant caste validates the oppression narratives of the ruling caste.
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Without this validation, the oppression narrative would be revealed as transparently self-interested and
status-seeking. But by having servant-caste Marxists to validate a narrative that does not serve their personal
interests, the ruling-caste Marxists can hide this self-interest. In fact, ritual denunciations of the oppressor as
a class often skip right to this step by emerging as denunciations of the servant-caste Marxists themselves, or
even of a particular servant-caste Marxist.

What do the servant-caste Marxists get in return? Very little. They are controlled not with rewards and
incentives, but with hope and fear... fear of being targeted for ritual denunciation, and hope that they can
avoid this fate by being diligent and proactive in their self-criticism. This last, of course, in a vain wish, for
the more effective a self-flagellant the servant-caste Marxist becomes, the more useful he is as a means of
validating the Marxist oppression narratives, and thus a more useful target for ritual denunciation.

This is why, for example, feminists' worst opprobrium is always reserved for male "allies".

So why do servant-castes Marxists participate in Marxism at all? Because, like any oppressed class, they
have been isolated, disenfranchised, and psychologically beaten down. Like any victim of relationship abuse,
they believe that if only they appease their abuser, the abuse will stop. But it won't. Servant-caste Marxists
can never become ruling-caste Marxists, and will continue to suffer abuse until they leave the relationship.

[deleted] • 6 points • 26 August, 2016 01:21 AM 

Phenomenal summary.

The only way to free self is to realize that one chooses to be offended OR not be offended by things.

That's when you see the shame games for what they are

IllimitableMan • 9 points • 26 August, 2016 12:44 AM 

This is an excellent insight into the mechanics of the victim olympics, bravo, you've eloquently
articulated something a lot of people in the sphere can intuit but not verbalise.

Leviticus59 • 9 points • 26 August, 2016 12:44 AM 

They just pretend to as some kind of status symbol.

This. Feminists and SWJs don't do anything or accomplish anything. It takes zero effort to claim you're
feminist, or whatever cause célèbre you want, then take upon yourself the mantle of moral superiority and
begin bossing/complaining/marching or what-the-fuck-ever.

Feminists and SWJs don't study any arithmetic in college, don't get tough degrees, don't start and/or run
successful businesses, worry about making payroll, take care of themselves or become a supportive and
loved wife, mother or grandmother. Just bitch, moan, complain and yell about the Patriarchy, meat eaters or
whatever else.

[deleted] • 22 points • 25 August, 2016 05:08 PM* 

this.

upper middle class white girls can claim the victim card, because beta cuck white knights are going to come
to the rescue.

this beta's feminist ideologies make him think that he too can play the victim card. but he doesn't have a
vagina, so no white knights come running. then he has one of two options... let this shit go, move the fuck
on, and improve himself... or double down on the victim card and claim that by being victimized, the perp
got deported against this beta's wishes, which will now "haunt him til the rest of his days" or some manic
emo bullshit, victimizing him even further.
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he doesn't understand "the rules" and he doesn't understand that doubling down on this shit will not bring
good attention to him. he only looks like an even bigger pussy. feminism is a cultish ideology. it doesn't
apply to men, and it breaks down when even tested under basic and simple facts.

hopefully, these cucks will prophylactize themselves out of existence.

ispeaknot • 7 points • 25 August, 2016 07:23 PM 

"hopefully, these cucks will prophylactize themselves out of existence. "

the problem is that until they do, they are polluting a new generation of minds with their nihilistic world
view, and voting to enslave others to the same

arul20 • 3 points • 25 August, 2016 11:24 PM 

Eh hello .. this has nothing to do with nihilism, I have a nihilistic worldview and I'm a redpill. Don't
just lump words together.

ispeaknot • 3 points • 25 August, 2016 11:46 PM 

the word "nihilistic" describes a general wordview in addition to any connotations or special
definitions that "official" nihilists assign to it.

you would think that a nihilist wouldn't get offended even if the word was used incorrectly. yall
recruitin these days? ;>

AnjaJutta • 2 points • 26 August, 2016 06:47 AM 

No true scotsman fallacy right there.

[deleted] • 7 points • 25 August, 2016 04:47 PM 

I'm not sure, this still looks a lot like mental illness.

dissentforall • 1 point • 27 August, 2016 06:36 AM 

The parallels are uncanny, especially when you put them into categorical columns.

Temperfuelmma • 7 points • 25 August, 2016 05:09 PM 

The amount of points he'd score by protesting the deportation of the person that raped him itself would've
given him a hard on.

[deleted] • 7 points • 25 August, 2016 08:09 PM 

its a dick-sizing contest to see who can be more open and accepting of everyone.. except white males. you
find a similar phenomenon (group think) within religious groups or even sports teams. gotta fall in line or be
ostracized

destraht • 3 points • 25 August, 2016 05:55 PM 

After taking some anthropology classes in university I became convinced that most groups have some crazy
and obviously wrong ideas that require one to exhibit dedication towards preserving and that even if the
ideas are harmful to the group in some way they can benefit the group overall by testing loyalty and
commitment to it as to weed out people who are only there to receive the benefits.

2comment • 5 points • 25 August, 2016 05:39 PM 

I think the same thing with most ultra-religious or any ideology. You might have 10-20% max hardcore
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believers but the powerful probably aren't and most others are more concerned being perceived as pious
rather than actually being pious.

[deleted] • 2 points • 26 August, 2016 02:23 AM 

Negative. It is most definitely a mental disorder.

vorverk • 1 point • 26 August, 2016 07:41 AM 

I also look at it as not fully developed human brain. Their mindset is "I exist, therefore I deserve". That's how
children think.
They are children.
By sheer existence they think they are entitled of respect, adoration, social security, health care, privileges.
When they don't get it, they don't change themselves, but blackmail by crying "oppression".
What they lack is a crucial point in their lives of becoming an adult.

Goomich • 1 point • 26 August, 2016 09:35 AM* 

they'll all love him and approve of him and have sex with him

But he already had sex with Somalian refugee. Check-mate redpiller!

[deleted] 26 August, 2016 01:16 PM 

[permanently deleted]

Archwinger • 2 points • 26 August, 2016 01:29 PM 

The blue pill people would say I just described The Red Pill. That we're all internet blowhards who don't
really believe 9/10ths of what we type, but we pretend to and try to turn normal things we experience into
big, important Red Pill posts to impress each other and gain status in our little circle.

It's human nature to try to be a part of something larger than you are. And it's also human nature to think
that the way you think and feel about something is so clearly and obviously correct that anybody who
clings to a very obviously wrong opposing viewpoint can't be serious -- they must be sick in the head, an
attention-seeker, a manipulator, etc.

Froyo101 • 1 point • 26 August, 2016 10:18 PM 

He doesn't actually believe this bullshit, but he relies upon these nutjobs for validation

Yep, as Yuri Bezmenov, a KGB defector who described the cultural marxist tactics used by the USSR to
infiltrate the US said, western people are especially willing to brainwash and shame each other.

[deleted] • 1 point • 27 August, 2016 12:00 AM 

I was ultra liberal. At 14.

Lord-Kek • 65 points • 25 August, 2016 02:54 PM 

He has been a meme on 4chan for around a year now. He's the most pathetic excuse for a man I've ever come
across in a my years.

Anyone who wants a lesson in how not to be should watch his live interview on YouTube.

[deleted] • 10 points • 25 August, 2016 03:13 PM 

link?
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for science, you know

Lord-Kek • 12 points • 25 August, 2016 03:22 PM 

It's been region locked to Norway now. It used to be here

The webm pops up on /pol/ frequently so I'll grab it the next time it comes up and repost it here.

xXxMLGKushLord420xXx • 23 points • 25 August, 2016 03:26 PM 

Im at norway right now. Im gonna try to download and repost it when I get to my hotel. Dont know
how long thats gonna take though so no promises!

NeverShoutEugene • 6 points • 25 August, 2016 09:06 PM 

Just posting here as a reminder.

Skrukketiss • 29 points • 25 August, 2016 04:23 PM* 

Norwegian here. Haha, what a story! Hadn't heard about this before. NRK is a state news channel, so this is
absolutely true.

We are not at the same level as Sweden! They're in much bigger shit than we are.

Just want to say that he is from a very small political part called Socialist Left Party (SV) which are, imo, a
bunch of bully victims. I do not take them seriously at all and this is another reason to laugh at them

His thinking is that his rapist cant be blamed because he is the product from the society which he comes from,
where there is war and chaos and they use rape as a way to power themselves. He sees it as a cultural thing and
he still wants to help these kind of people.

His political party want more immigration! He just got raped and he wants more of these people!

[deleted] • 1 point • 26 August, 2016 07:07 AM 

The public reactions to this case was along similar vein we see here on TRP, at least in the NRK comment
section(shortly thereafter moderated heavily). Kinda hilarious, but I think the article started alerting more
people to the dangers of pathological altruism.

ingenjor • 1 point • 26 August, 2016 03:48 PM 

Swede here. It's true that the notion of being a "real man" is vilified here and almost all boys born in the last
30 years have been raised to be like this dude.

And this story goes to show that no matter what happens to you, the ideology is so firmly ingrained that
nothing will shake it. Just recently there was a big free music festival attended by tons of refugee (male)
children, and Swedish girls. Over 30 police reports of groping and every offender was from MENA. Don't
think the girls change their general opinion still, though.

NeoreactionSafe • 83 points • 25 August, 2016 03:07 PM 

 

Alpha Widow

 

The guy who was raped cried because he misses him.
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FLFTW16 • 26 points • 25 August, 2016 03:20 PM 

The victim does appear to have the same body fat percentage as the average female.

What I want to know.. .. is.. .. did he come during the attack?

Captain_Sorbo • 18 points • 25 August, 2016 03:44 PM 

When one is flanked by pirates cannons may fire prematurely even if the mast is at half staff.

FeatherClad • 1 points • 25 August, 2016 10:09 PM [recovered]

Lol, i've never came at non full staff. I'mma try that tonight with gf.

PaperStreetVilla • 3 points • 25 August, 2016 07:55 PM 

Ha! It's the 6669, the alpha widow male

[deleted] • 2 points • 25 August, 2016 03:37 PM 

I'd gild you for that if it didn't feed the feminazi fire.

F_Dingo • 15 points • 25 August, 2016 03:50 PM 

This guy is a pathetic excuse for a man, and that of a human being. He feels guilty that the person who fuckin'
raped him was getting deported, what planet is he living on? You have to have some pretty low self confidence
and be doing massive mental gymnastics to come to that conclusion.

VasiliyZaitzev • 14 points • 25 August, 2016 05:40 PM 

Should have deported the Norwegian boyfriend, too.

Henemil • 42 points • 25 August, 2016 03:45 PM [recovered]

Everyone keeps posting this story, claiming that this guy represents the average norwegian male. He does not do
that in the sligthest. The average norwegian is not some fat neckbeard pushover closetet homosexual. There is a
reason we dont look like sweden in terms of our political landscape - our men has always pushed for equality of
opportunity rather than equality of outcome. When the femenazis tries to push us further to the left they get
nothing but shit on in the comment section. When stories about refugees gets postet, the entire comment section
is filled to the brink with men calling them rapefugees and opportunist scum that are leaving their women behind
whilst searching for their own fortune in the west.

Norwegian men are not pushovers, the liberal commentators might give people that impression but it is far from
the truth. Interestingly enough our labour party, which is the traditional left and working class party is the second
most hard party on immigration. They know that their main group of voters, namely blue collar workers, are
leaving them unless they have a harder line on immigration. Their problem stems from the fact that in order to
get power they often have to form a coallition government with smaller, more left leaning niche parties. These
parties draws them further to the left than they want to be.

All that said, norwegian politics are at least sensible. Most people ignore feminists, and debate issues rather than
the party which promoted it.

[deleted] 25 August, 2016 06:09 PM 

[permanently deleted]

kinklianekoff • 3 points • 26 August, 2016 08:32 PM 

In on disproving the generalization of Norwegian men. Feminism has never really gotten a strong foothold in
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the general populace. I think it went the same way as communism did earlier. A too extreme worldview for
the average pragmatic Norwegian.

[deleted] • 19 points • 25 August, 2016 03:23 PM 

He's an embarassment to men

Godtiermasturbator • 9 points • 25 August, 2016 04:13 PM 

The world is not your momma, boy. Until you realize that, this world will grind you under its boots.

survivorXY • 7 points • 26 August, 2016 07:58 AM 

Am Norwegian. Can confirm this cuck was subdued to humiliation, critique and got no support by the
Norwegian people.

Norwegians are kind of based naturally, also skeptical to immigrants, but socialism and cultural marxism has
fucked up a lot of people.

Also, Feminism.

Hjalmbere • 1 point • 26 August, 2016 05:18 PM 

As a Swede I can tell you Norway is nowhere as extreme as Sweden. I don't like throwing the word 'cuck'
around, but my country is Cuck Central. There's simply no hope.

Linoran • 2 points • 27 August, 2016 01:36 AM 

I don't like throwing the word 'cuck' around

In the history of mankind, there has never been a more fitting time to throw that word around, than now.

Hjalmbere • 1 point • 28 August, 2016 08:04 AM* 

Clarification: I'm of the opinion that if you use one word to describe everything you don't like, the
value of that word soon deflates, it loses it's meaning.

A case in point would be the word 'fascist' which originally signifed an adherent to a totalitarian
Italian ideology, but today is used to describe anyone who is against BLM, made up fantasy genders,
or who thinks that being morbidly obese is unhealthy.

[deleted] 25 August, 2016 04:19 PM* 

[permanently deleted]

EvigSoeger • 2 points • 26 August, 2016 07:04 AM 

Denmark made the Huffington Post cry. By far the best Scandinavian country.

http://archive.is/RC0Hz

mykonos_rm • 6 points • 25 August, 2016 03:23 PM 

He's bringing up a legitimate issue that's actually a comedic source for most other feminist and highlights what
other male activist have saying all along. It's the brainwashed "diversity mantra" and pathological altruism thats
disgusting.

tb87670 • 28 points • 25 August, 2016 03:17 PM 

Seriously, these are the descendants of vikings? This is what happens when leftist policies go on too long. The
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social engineering that's been going on has an obvious outcome, weaken men so they are more easily
manipulated and unable to stand up for themselves. This guy was literally raped and then cried about it when a
punishment is doled out to the perpetrator. That is serious re-programming to make any man act like that. That's
how serious Bluepill indoctrination is in Europe right now and how bad it will be in the US if things continue to
take a turn for the worse here.

Thomaskingo26 points 25 August, 2016 05:48 PM* [recovered] 

these are the descendants of vikings?

As a Dane I take offense to this BS question. So we got one cuck spouting socjus and internalized faggoty,
and suddenly all Scandinavian men are the same. Take a step back an pull your head out. What about all the
American cucks? These examples of murican cucks mean all American men are pussies? Yeah right, it's BS!

Edit: I do think Sweden is in trouble and might blow up in right wing rage in a couple of years.

bearslikeham • 3 points • 25 August, 2016 06:48 PM [recovered]

Could you develop your edit a little further? Do you think swedes are sick and tired of feminism and
immigration? You probably have a better idea about the situation since you live closely.

[deleted] 25 August, 2016 10:26 PM 

[permanently deleted]

[deleted] • 2 points • 26 August, 2016 03:23 AM 

the uncuckening is in full swing, like packing a musket. People's secret beliefs are rapidly
changing, but they are still afraid to speak out. Eventually enough people will be fed up. They
will whisper among their close friends and family. They will understand that people around them
share similar beliefs. the fear will dissipate. An atrocity will occur, someone will speak out on the
news, and the people will erupt and fight to reclaim their homeland.

Thomaskingo • 1 points • 26 August, 2016 05:56 AM [recovered]

the uncuckening is in full swing, like packing a musket

I can only imagine how the Swedes are gonna act, when they finally go full blown
nationalism.

andhakanoon • 1 point • 26 August, 2016 07:18 AM 

If there's one thing I've noticed living in Western Europe for the past two years, it's that no
matter how far right Europeans go now, they will never return to Nazism and Fascism.
The effect WW II has on the psyche here is kinda like what happens in "A Clockwork
Orange". People are reduced to quivering heaps at the mere mention of a return to fascism.

But the bigger problem here is the decline of society that has gone on in Western Europe
and Scandinavia steadily over the years. Last year I was in Copenhagen and saw exhibits
of women in skin-coloured full-body suits showing pregnancy. It was meant to celebrate
femininity and the message was to encourage more Danes to have kids. Is this what we
have as a species come down to? Are we pandas, that we have to be coaxed into
procreation, that most basic of human and animal behaviours? It is THIS what is driving
the West further and further in a corner against the onslaught of Islam. Your countries
have come at critical growth rate of population which, if not maintained (or rather,
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increased) will irreparably damage your demographics and the fight against Islam will be
lost even before it inevitably starts. Islamists in the West do not want direct confrontation
because they don't need it. They know that within 10 years they can make your countries
into Islamic Republics using sheer numbers.

[deleted] 26 August, 2016 10:09 AM 

[permanently deleted]

andhakanoon • 0 points • 26 August, 2016 11:04 AM 

This is only a problem if the Muslim minority turns into a majority, which is a
dangerous possibility in it self. Other than that, a population decrease is only
good. We don't need to field massive armies with small arms. We have the
economy and industry to create weaponized drones.

This is not about Muslims. This is not about keeping a huge standing army. This is
about preserving your culture. You need people to preserve and carry forward your
own culture. How will you do that when you're net population is declining, the
ones being born either not interested in having and raising kids, and openly
criticising your customs and culture as racist and oppressive?

Our economy isn't contingent upon production thru (sic) people because of
automation.

Your economy is contingent on consuming, and production of technology. The rise
of China and India among others have taken most production facilities out of the
West. Automation is not going to bring those facilities back because the cheapest
machinery the Euro can buy is still costlier than the labour cost Chinese and Indian
companies can pay out.

Countries with population growth are only negatively impacted by that. Just
look to Africa.

Africa is the continent with the most countries with the fastest growing economies.
Have a look. The only major western country I see in it is Ireland.

bearslikeham • 1 points • 26 August, 2016 06:42 AM [recovered]

Thanks for your reply. How do the average dane see Sweden's situation? Do most of you guys
think they are nuts?

bornredd • 3 points • 25 August, 2016 05:34 PM 

It makes me wonder if all the aggression in the culture moved to the territory conquered by the vikings via
settlement - it would explain the ballsiness of England throughout the late middle ages and into their period
of world domination.

Inyobch • 5 points • 25 August, 2016 04:06 PM 

So fucked up man, brain washing at its finest. Trying to turn men to female

[deleted] 25 August, 2016 03:54 PM 
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[permanently deleted]

kinklianekoff • 2 points • 26 August, 2016 08:51 PM 

I really dont understand why you are being downvoted. I'm Norwegian and totally agree. The media
portrayal as vikings being these fierce warriors unlike any other is BS. Any history of warriors conquest
is almost always circumstance of cultures. Vikings had favourable climate to give opportunity and time
to sail over the ocean with their superior boat tech to seriously pillage unprepared saxon farmers, monks
and other cucks. This in turn created fables that live on today.

no_face • 2 points • 25 August, 2016 04:30 PM 

Have you been to scandinavia? 25% of the men look like Charlie Hunnam

[deleted] • 5 points • 25 August, 2016 04:02 PM 

TL;DR: Feminism destroys men's souls completely and turns them into stuffed...

This story is horrible, but this TL;DR made me laugh so hard

Hjalmbere • 6 points • 26 August, 2016 04:11 AM* 

This is some serious virtue signalling. This guy is trying to parlay his victimhood into celebrity.

OP asked what's up with Sweden and Norway, and as a Swede I'll have to try to at least describe what is up with
Sweden. Below is a list of circumstances that have created the perfect shitstorm of feminism and identity
politics:

-Swedish culture is consensus based. -Swedish politics tend to focus on one or two questions at a time. -Swedish
politicians love international careers in the EU and the UN. -Sweden has not been in a proper war since 1814.
(Sending a couple of hundred soldiers to peaceful northern Afghanistan doesn't count.) -Sweden has enjoyed
prosperity and the social democratic welfare state was in many ways a success. -Over the last 15-20 years the
two dominant political questions have been immigration and feminism. -Private sector entrepeneurs and SJWs
are milking the state trough creating socially engineered needs and by housing 'refugees'

A shrill minority of immigration extremists have managed to silence all critics with a platform in media or
politics and forced them out of the public eye by accusing them of being fascists/racists/nazis. People have lost
their jobs and/or been thrown out their political party. Pretty much the same thing goes for feminism. Don't get
me wrong, you're not going to lose your job if you criticize immigration or feminism if you're a male
construction worker or software engineer in a private company, it's only if you're in any kind of position of
power.

Also, Swedish politicians have kept a high profile internationally in order to get nice high status jobs in the EU.
One way to keep a high profile is by accepting a lot of refugees. This has worked out well for the Swedish
political establishment, but not so well for Sweden as a country. Rising crime, falling HDI and collapsing
welfare is the result. But hey, who cares if you're Deputy Secretary General of the UN, an MEP, or a European
Commissioner?

All is not bad though: Divorce rape is less common in Sweden than the USA for instance, since most women
work, hence most couples tend to have shared custody. We don't have alimony either, but we do have extreme
gender politics and a war on boys that has turned a lot of Swedish men into total pussies. When immigrants from
Afghanistan or MENA commit gang rape in public, the official narrative is 'toxic masculinity' and 'all men' are to
blame.

As of recent, things have begun to change, probably because the traditionalist anti-immigration right wing
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Sweden Democrats party is the biggest party in Sweden. Coincidentally this is the only political party which
does not describe itself as feminist. But it's too little and too late.

[deleted] • 5 points • 26 August, 2016 05:06 AM* 

Swede here, we probably have some of the worst immigration policies I can think of. Firstly, Sweden is
constantly trying to take in as many immigrants as possible AND give them welfare. This is ridiculous consider
our immigration service admitted we couldn't afford it. Also, lately our socialistic government seems to be trying
to raise any tax they can so they can come close to affording welfare foe immigrants. They even raised the taxes
for seniors. In Stockholm (Capital) I think they were trying to push a policy that would mean any immigrant
under the age of 30 would count as a child and be legligible for welfare. It is also considered racist by a lot of
people (including the current government, I think) to try to medically determine the age of the immigrants.
Anyone wgo opposes these policies are called racist by a lot of people.

satanicpriest13 • 8 points • 25 August, 2016 03:24 PM 

This Scandinavian bloke has transcended to a whole new level of cuckery. Not everyone can be saved, and that
number increases day by day. Part of the reason this nu male got raped by another man us because he must have
been effeminate. Look after yourselves, build your body and mind, and reinforce your masculinity.

[deleted] • 8 points • 25 August, 2016 03:53 PM* 

I can still identify with this guy on some level, grew up smurf blue; which is pretty sick to me now. I lived in a
city that took Somali refugees in the '90s and nobody liked them. To the level of being mean though, talking
about how they stink and wash their feet in the sink and got to go pray at noon and they should get a smoke
break then--I wasn't down with that. Some tried to acclimate, most kept to themselves.

I never had a problem with them, not one of them ever approached or bothered me in an unwelcome way. In
retrospect I was in advanced classes for everything so I never really dealt with dumb asses, everyone was
tolerant and well behaved including the Somalis--still public schools, most of my friends had decent families but
a few of us were from shit holes. I knew I wasn't like those kids so have always been for giving underprivileged
people some extra help, because I got it and I'd probably be dealing drugs or dead on foreign soil by now if not
for that.

But to protest deporting a non-citizen rapist because he's not white, that's fucking racism right there. I might
even think citizens can be rehabed in some way, but if you're not paying into the country and you fuck with us
then go home. I fully welcome legal immigration and legal asylum seekers, until they wear out their welcome. I
think that's the fair and non-racist position to hold.

sd4c • 7 points • 25 August, 2016 04:26 PM 

I'd welcome legal immigration if we could afford it. But for some reason we redistribute money from couples
who can't afford to have kids, to immigrant families who spawn willy-nilly and have nine kids without a plan
on how to pay for them

[deleted] • 3 points • 25 August, 2016 06:15 PM 

Fair and TBH I've not looked into the issue from any other angles than the feelz based one. The system
helped me to some degree, so I've got a bias for it. It eventually let me down as these programs were cut
in the late 90s and I was left to my own through high school. I was somewhat aware of certain realities
which I was still in the BP elementary school system and fully sheltered. Sink or swim, I swam pretty
well but have a hard time when I bump into reality through joblessness/legal problems. If I really
analyzed it again I might have similar concerns.
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My life is currently a net drain on society given how much government aid I've taken. Over the long term
it'll be a massive net win in taxed paid and money I distribute through society. It might be a gain already,
I've made multiple 150k+ above board salaries. I don't know how things like that are taken into account
by policy makers.

RideauRambler • 1 points • 25 August, 2016 04:09 PM [recovered]

Well, why shouldn't non-Muslims get a break at noon?

[deleted] • 1 point • 25 August, 2016 06:10 PM 

I don't have an answer, but I didn't complain because I didn't care. If I cared I guess I would have found
one. It was at noon and we had three lunch periods where upper class people could leave campus, it was
just the under class while I was there. 16 year olds, probably legal reasons. I think people just like to
complain about whatever they can, because they hate their own life... grass is always greener style.

Knightofthewest • 3 points • 25 August, 2016 05:01 PM 

To redeem the scandinavian region... This will hopefully cure some of the cancer this "guy" have inflicted:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0I1geB7U5VI

A danish folksong sung by a faroese band, that's about how a band of norwegian men slaughtered an invading
scottish army.

Rodion-Raskolnikov • 4 points • 26 August, 2016 03:43 PM 

The Vikings came from Scandinavia. Odin must be puking his fucking guts up in Valhalla.

[deleted] • 5 points • 25 August, 2016 04:12 PM 

You're overthinking this too much. These low testosterone feminist "men" are one hair away from being women.
The fact that he went public about feeling bad about his rapist shows this. Unfortunately their kind and feminists
are what ruined EU and if Trump and other stronger folks aren't elected we will end up with what EU is going
through. EU literally is a glimpse into the future.

fuckpcpolice • 2 points • 26 August, 2016 01:19 AM 

Well, this is the post that sold me. I thought you guys were anti-Trump and everyone would avoid the
fucking obvious answer to this retarded feminist nonsense. I don't know how "red" of a redpiller I am, but I
hate feminism so much that I'm subscribing.

[deleted] • 1 point • 27 August, 2016 07:29 PM 

There are more people out there that are tired of this shit like you are. Our EU and AU bro's are fucked
since they don't have the same freedoms as we do to speak out. Unfortunately the fat pink haired loser
chick has more rights in an office setting than you do if you speak out the truth so we'll have to wait until
sanity gets restored sometime.

FinallyRed • 8 points • 25 August, 2016 03:09 PM 

Another case of how victim blaming is ok if it's a man, even for the exact same crime of rape.

[deleted] • 1 point • 25 August, 2016 04:15 PM 

Not really, plenty of feminist women up there are doing the same.
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Gumpool • 3 points • 25 August, 2016 07:10 PM 

Fuck this cuck deport the norwegian instead

[deleted] • 3 points • 26 August, 2016 02:04 AM 

This man (as much as I'm willing to stretch that word) generates so much disdain in me that I actually feel sick.

Drmadanthonywayne • 6 points • 25 August, 2016 04:55 PM 

To think, this is the land of the Vikings. What would their ancestors think of what they've become?

Beaver_Taint • 6 points • 25 August, 2016 10:37 PM 

TLDR

Somalian butt pirate steals neck beard's booty, gets invited back for more

Limekill • 3 points • 26 August, 2016 01:48 AM 

+1 - upvoted.

Thank you for your honest summary of the situation.

RP_78 • 2 points • 25 August, 2016 04:18 PM 

Unbelievable. When a bad written comedy becomes reality.

samzplourde • 2 points • 25 August, 2016 04:27 PM 

And I was just having an argument with a friend the other day where he claimed Europe isn't cucked.

skoobled • 2 points • 25 August, 2016 06:09 PM 

Virtue signalling is a hell of a drug

KingSmoke • 2 points • 25 August, 2016 06:44 PM 

Isn't this dude a politician? Seems like equal parts cuck and political virtue signal stunt.

[deleted] • 2 points • 25 August, 2016 07:30 PM 

Sometimes I play a game in my head called "How much crazier does this shit have to get...?"

In this case, the only worse thing would be a gang of refugees raping his woman and children while also raping
him, and he still advocates for the poor rapist refugees. I guess if they were also murdered in front of him and
their heads were put on spikes in the town square that would be pretty epic too.

But THAT is how bizarre this would have to get to be any worse. Read what I just wrote one more time. This
scenario is already so twisted and sick that if it were to get any worse it would be, well, just as bizarre!

aazav • 2 points • 26 August, 2016 04:12 AM 

This is what happens to your mind when the life you live is too soft.

You find all the wrong things to e concerned about. I'd want the rapist pushed down a cliff or fed to sharks, or
pushed off a cliff into a pool of sharks, or alligators. As long as they suffer horribly.

StoicCrane • 2 points • 26 August, 2016 07:49 AM 

A guy tries to rape you end his existence, period. Instead of demanding his government put down this filth like
the scum it is this male feminist instead sympathizes with this trash for being deported. This guy is beyond
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redeeming. This is exactly why sjw and feminism must be rejected and opposed vehemently.

newName543456 • 2 points • 26 August, 2016 09:59 AM 

Ideology has overwritten self-preservation in their case.

Magnum256 • 2 points • 26 August, 2016 10:39 AM 

But I also got a strong sense of guilt and responsibility. I was the reason why he should not be left in Norway

No, he is the reason why he has to leave Norway, for committing a crime.

This is like a murderer killing someone and then the victims family thinking that it was the victims "fault" that
the murderer received a death sentence.

This guy is literally victim-blaming himself.

ozaku7 • 2 points • 26 August, 2016 10:47 AM 

Sweden is already invaded by rapemigrants. Its a terrible place for women to live. This politically correct anti
racism will be the downfall of scandinavia, because they fail to recognise that it's about behaviour, not color. But
typically this kind of shit is done by immigrants of color and therefore racist. They must learn that when you
deport someone it's because of what they have done, not what they look like. Thats not racism, but something
like behavioralism. Not tolerating certain behaviour.

Uckcan • 2 points • 26 August, 2016 12:23 PM 

So pathetic I'm struggling to believe it's true - then again it's a male feminist

maxbrooksmacbook • 2 points • 26 August, 2016 12:54 PM 

Jesus Christ this guy is a mess

diamondbutcher • 2 points • 26 August, 2016 01:05 PM 

Biggie was right, the nigga that playing is pussy is the nigga that's getting screwed lol

BluepillProfessor • 2 points • 26 August, 2016 03:13 PM 

This guy is really a girlie man who probably likes it up the rear. I give the same credence to this "rape" as I do to
any reported "rape" these days. Show me the blood and signs of struggle and I will believe it. As it stands, he is
acting like a woman who decides later that the sex was "not consented." I bet he was kissing this Somoli man,
holding his hand, probably rubbing his schlong. No wonder he feels guilty. He led him on and probably deserved
everything he got.

[deleted] • 4 points • 25 August, 2016 03:25 PM* 

I couldn't agree more. That man should be deported along with the rapist.

This is absolutely disgusting.

I wish the term 'nice guys' weren't used improperly. You can be nice without being spineless.

So call them...let's see. Oh yeah, 'limp dicks'. It's more accurate.

Jeanwulf • 1 point • 25 August, 2016 07:47 PM 

Please dont get mad at someone for not handling being raped well.

Its the most traumatising things possible to happen to men.
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[deleted] • 2 points • 25 August, 2016 11:12 PM 

Okay, any Scandinavian redpillers here? What the FUCK is going on with your country

By order of His Majesty the King of Sweden, I´m pretty sure I am legally bound to avenge this trangression
somehow.

For real though, we are in a macrocycle of marxism. We have 2 marxist parties, The Greens and The Left Party
(formerly named The Communist Party of Sweden) that combine for around 15 % of the vote. Add to that the
left-phalanx of the Socialdemocrats which are also marxists, and a good 25% of the country are full-blown-
AIDS-communists. You cant feel our pain, You think Sanders/Obama are left wing. Try Sweden to top that, You
will find that a municipality rented a Luxury Cruise Liner and built a special dock for it to permanently harbour
so that it could house refugees. Meanwhile, millenial Swedes are looking at pension-cuts, lower standards of
living and decreased home ownership.

This just the long and painful aftershocks from WW2, the anti-nazi movement has gone overboard. It wasnt just
enough to erradicate Nazism through war, European elites concluded that Democracy was shit because it gave
rise to Hitler, and therefore Democratic institutions such as the University and others had to be converted into
agents of progressivism. I mean you can talk about this all day, but its just depressing and fucked up, and in time
this shit too shall pass. Its why I was so happy and proud of my Brit-bros, they took a real leap of faith and a
courageous decision to leave the EU. Freedom still has a chance

[deleted] • 1 point • 26 August, 2016 03:16 AM 

yes, what you say is true (sad as it may be)

Of course, those "brilliant" elites (in both the EU and the USA) never quite seem to realize that the nazi party
was the National Socialist party, and all the things the nazis did are about as left-wing as you can get
(denying individual rights, more power to a central govt, banning guns, restricting freedom, etc.). Not to
mention, the leader of the nazis was a vegetarian (which although not limited to ONLY left-wing types, is
WAY more common in lefties)

[deleted] • 2 points • 26 August, 2016 12:19 PM 

I agree 100%, but left-wingers have been conditioned to disregard any sensible discussion of politics and
to dismiss unfavourable oppinions as "stupid" or "hatefull". Hitler has everything in common with the
modern Socialdemocrats, except that he didnt think that the state should be concerned with certain
subsets of the population. That really is the only difference. Its why the first thing he did as Chancellor
was to ban the Socialdemocrats in Germany, he didnt want competition.

Lookin4SomethingReal • 6 points • 25 August, 2016 03:36 PM 

The Scandinavians are disgusting. These were fucking Vikings for Christs Sake. Europe would have never
became so weak if Germany won, this is the problem.

There was a massive shift after the war to 'diversity,' 'open borders,' 'feminism,' 'multiculturalism,' etc.. all
pushed for by (((the tribe))).

The last bastion of hope is Eastern Europe where men still fucking act like men

MyFifthRedditName • 6 points • 25 August, 2016 06:45 PM 

The title of this post kind of a manipulates what actually happened.

The raped guy said he was relieved about the guy being deported (which makes for a totally valid human
response) but then also felt 'guilt' (read; EMPATHY) for the migrant having to go back to the supposedly
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shitty/inhumane situation he came from. .. Which is also a valid response for any human-being who dealt with
severe abuse, but actually got PASSED IT somehow.

I think the only reason this post gets so much attention, is because of this type of homophobic-based fear of
being raped among straight men... Because it's the ultimate humiliation for a "real (wannabe) manly-man".

This guy leads by example for having pity on the guy who supposedly took-away all that makes him a "real
man" (HUUUUUR-DUUUUR). And makes a valid point about men being too afraid to come-across as pussies
for having feelings/emotions/or opinions that aren't in-line with the "real-man philosophy".

Anyways. Guess I'd best disable this comment?... :/

kellykebab • 3 points • 25 August, 2016 09:05 PM 

Guilt is not the same as empathy. Empathy is appreciating the struggle that the immigrant will face back in
his home country and taking no special delight in that fact. Guilt is taking on personal responsibility for that
hardship.

In this case, the rape victim's guilt is grossly misplaced as the immigrant is entirely responsible for having
committed a heinous crime. The punishment is a result of the immigrant's actions, not the victim's. Even if
you believe that the immigrant's deportation was unfair and that his prison term was enough, the victim
should not feel personally responsible for this turn of events. The enforcement of law was out of his hands
after he reported the crime, which any reasonable person should have done. (The alternative would be to let a
potential serial rapist re-offend.) Guilt really shouldn't enter the equation here if one had truly moved past the
incident in a healthy way.

Your criticism of the masculine disgust at male on male rape is also childish. Masculine ideals value
individual strength. For heterosexuals who holds those ideals, allowing yourself to be physically controlled
by another man represents a failure in capability and self-sufficiency.

I don't personally believe that men should let an experience like this ruin them. Instead, they should use it as
motivation to become stronger and even do good in the world in the future. However, it is true that being
raped as a man represents a failure in some aspect of masculine qualities and one should take a clear-eyed
view at this failure to best improve and prevent it in the future. (By the way, this does NOT mean taking an
unrealistically large amount of responsibility for the act. At the end of the day, it is impossible to fully
prevent the actions of others. There will always be unpredictable crazies.)

Pathologizing masculine values (i.e. charges of "homophobia") is both cowardly and ignorant of that for
which masculine values stand. Spend more time trying to understand traditional masculinity and less time
caricaturing and dismissing it.

LugerDog • 2 points • 25 August, 2016 08:06 PM 

Really man? Looks like someone is jealous they didn't get their ass ripped open by a worthless immigrant.

ilovehelmetsama • 1 point • 25 August, 2016 10:52 PM 

You really expect your comment to be taken seriously when you do the whole 'hur dur' thing? Childish.

wiseprogressivethink • 5 points • 25 August, 2016 04:56 PM 

In the culture of countries like Sweden and Norway, men are expected to be feminists and to be proud of their
feminism. It's virtue-signalling that has gone completely mainstream.

someboringdude • 3 points • 25 August, 2016 09:18 PM 

"raped" . lol this guy got ass fucked and loved every second of it.
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[deleted] • 2 points • 25 August, 2016 05:55 PM 

Christ, the only time I'd feel guilty would be after I tortured him to death for weeks. Oh wait, no I wouldn't.
What a fagget.

Fizzdar • 2 points • 25 August, 2016 06:15 PM 

Kasful says he wants to break the taboo of men getting raped.

Taboo? You were forcibly fucked in the ass.

[deleted] • 2 points • 25 August, 2016 07:13 PM 

I'm going to laugh when these feminazi cunts over there are forced to wear burqas and submit sexually to man
not of their choosing or be beaten, because that's where they're headed by letting Muslims invade their country.

Linoran • 2 points • 27 August, 2016 01:49 AM 

The thing is...I think they'll like that more than what this cuck can offer.

[deleted] • 2 points • 25 August, 2016 09:00 PM 

“But I also got a strong sense of guilt and responsibility. I was the reason why he should not be left in
Norway, but rather to face a very uncertain future in Somalia.

No, that would have been his cock in your ass. Rapists getting deported is a good thing.

[deleted] • 2 points • 25 August, 2016 04:12 PM* 

Y'know... animals don't know that bestiality is wrong. Are they "feminists" too?

Mentally ill people can attach any label onto themselves that they like. I think we need to start looking past that
and just recognize them as mentally ill.

That said, I think we have group A, feminists, and group B, Islam, and both are infected with large numbers of
mentally ill people. Sad that the ill in group A are on a collision course with the ill in group B. But I'm not going
to lose sleep over this - even if "the Jews" set this all up, it's not my problem. Sad, yes, but it's just too fucking
ridiculous. I mean if everybody is drunk driving on the freeway and somebody decides to play in traffic - yeah -
simple math and population control.

[deleted] • 1 point • 25 August, 2016 06:19 PM 

I'm guessing he wasn't actually raped (or grey area).. and he felt bad for reporting the guy.

-contrarian- • 1 point • 25 August, 2016 06:53 PM 

If this is what's left of white Europe, then I say good riddance.

I consider myself Caucasian, but it's getting to the point where I'd almost rather not. What a cuck race.

Apexk9 • 1 point • 25 August, 2016 10:14 PM 

I would tell then to let him go ... then I'd kill him myself.

Andgelyo • 1 point • 26 August, 2016 01:09 AM 

God damn it, here I was hoping it was a hot refuge female....should've known better.

RenoiDeter92i • 1 point • 26 August, 2016 04:03 AM 
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sh*t like this is why i dont feel bad about what's going on over there. people who willingly surrender to their
enemies deserve to be destroyed. same will happen to france,germany,sweden,probably the UK,and in the long
run i'm guessing north americans will get a taste of it as well. this is what happens when you allow the left to
seize control of media,schools and entertainment. without these,their policies would be rejected and people
would revolt. instead they've been conditioned to cheer their own destruction.

aazav • 1 point • 26 August, 2016 04:14 AM 

Was he raped by a chick or a guy?

Ugh, his mindset is poison.

[deleted] • 1 point • 26 August, 2016 07:26 AM 

what the fuck did i just read

PMMeYourBootyPics • 1 point • 26 August, 2016 10:55 AM 

Norwegian-American Thor lookalike here. Got a cousin native to Norway and still living there. He's a patriotic
Scandinavian but he's about to say fuck it and come here if Trump's elected. It's god awful out there and the
descendants of proud Viking warriors who took what they want; fought eachother for fun; valued honor and
strength; and spent their days feasting, drinking, and fucking are now cucked pussies who bow down to
feminists, terrorists, and liberals. Our family always taught us that Scandinavians are supposed to honor their
family and especially their ancestors. There have to be some Berserkers crying in Valhalla right now over this
shit. And after this guy, I know someone just got kicked out of the Hall of Heroes. Just goes to show that the
male descendants of some of the best warriors in history aren't even immune to Bluepilling. They've got the
hottest women in the world and you know none of them are getting pleased by these guys.

Hjalmbere • 1 point • 26 August, 2016 04:57 PM 

Just to give you an idea of how extreme Sweden is: Our government prides itself on being the only country in
the world with a feminist foreign policy.

To compare Sweden with the rest of Scandinavia when it comes to gender and multicultural madness is like
comparing the New York Yankees with Junior League baseball.

highstakes45 • 1 point • 27 August, 2016 01:55 AM 

I have no sympathy for a man like this if he should kill himself....

reptiliandude • 1 point • 27 August, 2016 07:34 PM 

That whole part of Europe has state-enforced emasculation as a part of life.

Even their military has gone the way of Starship Troopers but without the cool tech or the Basil Poledouris
soundtrack.

You see what happens when the world abandons imperialism?

The nuts drop off and roll straight into the women's locker room.

Next thing these state approved betas will be doing is shoving tampons up their own asses.

shadowq8 • 1 point • 27 August, 2016 09:03 PM 

I looked at his pics, he doesn't look that weak. Honestly how does a man get raped by another man unless
drugged?
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ChildOfTheLostTribes • 1 point • 1 September, 2016 01:37 AM 

I'm baffled: how did he get raped? I'm assuming he wasn't in prison or am I missingsomething here?

[deleted] • 1 point • 2 September, 2016 02:46 PM 

It was probably regret rape, rather than actual rape.

throwthisshitaway7 • 1 point • 25 August, 2016 08:09 PM 

He actually compared the government to a father figure.

[deleted] • 1 point • 25 August, 2016 07:38 PM 

Sounds like this guy is from Sweden

SwallowRP1 points 25 August, 2016 07:47 PM* [recovered] 

Friday 8 April 2016

Come on this is super old news.

[deleted] • 1 point • 26 August, 2016 03:10 AM 

he probably liked the feeling of a cock in his ass, but is in denial about his gay-ness (not that there is anything
wrong with being gay, but if you're gay, own it, don't deny it to everyone including yourself).

As such, he was probably secretly hoping his rapist would come back and "visit him". Once he found out that the
man he was in love (and lust) with was deported, of course he cried.

As for him being a "male feminist" can't blame that on his repressed gay-ness, no self-respecting man (straight or
gay) would ever be a "male feminist" !

Sound like his real issue is that he hates himself for being gay, and can't deal with his conflicting emotions.

[deleted] • 0 points • 25 August, 2016 05:14 PM 

And no one believes me when I say that liberals have a secret desire to be raped and murdered by Muslims. This
little bitch is probably quite sad his attacker didn't cut off his nuts and force him to eat his own testicles. That's
why he truly weeps, and also the fact it was the only time anyone has ever been enthusiastically sexual with him.
Bitch probably needs to be a sissy power bottom and just surrender his last vestiges masculinity already.
Looking at a picture of this guy, if we shared a bunk in prison. I'd be raping that ass day and night, selling it for
all the cigarettes and prison hooch I could get. Smacking the little bitch every time she spoke out of turn, and
making sure she made her own prison rape wig nice and clean. Fucking sissy bitch ass liberal cunt.

Should have hit the weights and got into martial arts training after he couldn't protect his ass. Now everyone
knows that ass is free to take and that he can't and won't protect it.

FreeRadical5 • 2 points • 25 August, 2016 06:28 PM 

Please tell me this guy doesn't have 2 RP points.

[deleted] • 0 points • 25 August, 2016 07:42 PM 

When it comes to it in Europe i give the following nations a chance of survival:

Switzerland - 90% chance of survival.

Finland - 70% chance of survival

UK - 20% chance of survival
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Eastern Europe - Between 70%-95% chance

Most of Scandinavia and western Europe? No chance at all. They are going to be raped to death, eaten and their
skins sewn into clothes. Those that aren't killed will be kept as a slave race.

On the upside i think if we did somehow prevail we would create a race of European warriors again. All the
weak will have been purged.

Conceited-Monkey • 0 points • 25 August, 2016 05:35 PM 

I think his rationale is along the lines of "Don't deport him! He said we could have a relationship!"

You seriously can't make this stuff up.

wser09 • 0 points • 25 August, 2016 07:02 PM 

He can always join his rapist (or should we say lover?) in Somalia.

tired_of_shaming • 0 points • 25 August, 2016 08:02 PM 

1) Conditions living in Nordic prisons can be better than living in "freedom" where they came from. They are
certainly better than those in the prisons in their home country. 2) Integration into a new society and creating a
life from scratch is hard, even between similar cultures. 3) Crime is easier that 2), and only sometimes leads to
prison.

Given those three facts, and person demonstrably willing to commit crimes, just how exactly is being jailed
again a threat?

EvigSoeger • 0 points • 26 August, 2016 06:58 AM 

Watch out, Western Europe and America?

WHAT ABOUT DENMARK?!

I'm just sitting here, minding my own business in my tiny Scandinavian country, until Germany, Sweden and
Norway decided to surround me with their bullshit.

[deleted] • -3 points • 25 August, 2016 08:08 PM 

That's why girls love horses so much. They just want a big strong beast that doesn't speak and is easily
controllable.

agarmend • -2 points • 25 August, 2016 09:15 PM 

He may have a dick, but I'm pretty sure that person is female.

PowerMasterLord • -1 points • 25 August, 2016 05:37 PM 

I'm 3rd generation Swedish American, aka Viking stock. I've been following Scandinavian politics for a while
and I'm damn ashamed of my brothers in the homeland, but they have been fooled by the media and feminist
political parties very heavily. Not all of the men are like this and some police have had to come out anonymously
to report the actual situation with immigrant crime and rape. Others have burned down immigrant centers. The
real Vikings need to rise and take back their politics, land, and culture. It's an embarrassing situation. The men
whom know who they are must crush feminism and tell them firmly, "NO!"

Limekill • 1 point • 27 August, 2016 01:43 AM 

They won't though...

It is becoming internally institutionalised.
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nuesuh • -1 points • 25 August, 2016 08:07 PM 

If he could rape A MAN, that showed him this extreme level of kindness.....

He could have raped anyone. No empathy

feminists_are_dumb • -1 points • 25 August, 2016 09:00 PM 

So living in PRISON in Norway is nicer than living ANYWHERE in Somalia? If that's true, it's fucked up for
obvious reasons. If it's false, it's fucked up that people actually believe it.

Seriously, Norway. WTF?

Limekill • 1 point • 26 August, 2016 01:49 AM 

Really they should've just sent him back as apparently Norway prisons are pretty nice (well according to the
docos from Michael Moore).

Paddy32 • -2 points • 25 August, 2016 06:02 PM 

He should be sent to Syria then. What a retard.

Doc_redpill • -2 points • 25 August, 2016 07:34 PM 

Look at the shit Scandinavians were doing in the late 80s and 90s... Its no wonder bluepill and big brother have
broken the backs of these countries.

Sinjection • -4 points • 25 August, 2016 10:55 PM 

How the fuck can someone be such a pussy?
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